About DK Legal Practice

Professional Legal Representation from a Licensed Paralegal
DK Legal Practice is a Paralegal Company serving the clients in Toronto and
surrounding Greater Toronto Area ('GTA').

DK Legal Practice is completely client and goal-orientated to

provide legal services with objectivity and strong litigation advocacy.

Genuine Caring Service
Originating from Bulgaria, Desislava (Daisy) Yordanova has the passion of a
hardworking mother and entrepreneur. While studying in Bulgaria Daisy graduated
with a diploma in International Relations and quickly started up a language school.
Later, after graduating from the Paralegal Studies program at Everest College, Daisy
set sights high and rather than taking the easy route and applying for a position in a
rm, Daisy pushed forward and started DK Legal Practice.

The DK Legal Practice Mission

 Relaxed Atmosphere



 Educate Our Clients



 Great Communication



 Giving Back to the Community



Solving Your Legal Case in a Timely, Diligent, and Ef cient Manner
Welcome to DK Legal Practice where the company strives not only for excellence in
the legal profession but also for that personal touch you deserve.
DK Legal Practice welcomes clients in a friendly atmosphere. Whether you need
legal help with a Small Claims matter, a Landlord and Tenant dispute or for Tra c
Ticket representation, DK Legal Practice is ready to serve.
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